Cost of reproduction in the Queensland fruit fly: Y-model versus lethal protein hypothesis
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The trade-off between lifespan and reproduction is commonly explained by differential allocation of limited resources. Recent research has shown that the ratio of protein to carbohydrate (P:C) of a fly's diet mediates the lifespan–reproduction trade-off, with higher P:C diets increasing egg production but decreasing lifespan. To test whether this P:C effect is because of changing allocation strategies (Y-model hypothesis) or detrimental effects of protein ingestion on lifespan (lethal protein hypothesis), we measured lifespan and egg production in Queensland fruit flies varying in reproductive status (mated, virgin and sterilized females, virgin males) that were fed one of 18 diets varying in protein and carbohydrate amounts. The Y-model predicts that for sterilized females and for males, which require little protein for reproduction, there will be no effect of P:C ratio on lifespan; the lethal protein hypothesis predicts that the effect of P:C ratio should be similar in all groups. In support of the lethal protein hypothesis, and counter to the Y-model, the P:C ratio of the ingested diets had similar effects for all groups. We conclude that the trade-off between lifespan and reproduction is mediated by the detrimental side-effects of protein ingestion on lifespan.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Costs of reproduction are generally accepted as a central pillar of life-history evolution [1–5]. In particular, increased reproduction rate has been associated with decreased lifespan in representatives from across a vast taxonomic spectrum [2,3]. This trade-off between the fundamental fitness characteristics of reproduction and lifespan has been the focus of substantial research but the proximate mechanisms linking reproduction and longevity remain poorly resolved [6–9].

The lifespan–reproduction (L–R) trade-off is most often interpreted as stemming from resource constraints [10–14]. In this view, reproduction and somatic maintenance are both costly processes and compete for limited resources. This is known as the Y-model, in which resources enter at the base of the ‘Y’ and are then allocated to reproduction and lifespan [12,14–16]. Under the Y-model it is not possible to maximize both lifespan and reproduction; increasing reproductive effort diverts essential resources away from lifespan extending somatic maintenance and repair. The physiological mechanisms that mediate resource allocation in the L–R trade-off strongly affect an organism’s lifetime reproductive success and, accordingly, should be under strong selection pressures [1–5].

Tests of the Y-model traditionally have treated nutritional resources as a unitary entity (figure 1) [10,11,17–21]. However, recent advances using a nutrient-explicit approach that treats each macronutrient resource as distinct have promoted a new perspective on the role of nutrition in L–R trade-off of insects [22–26]. Increasing the ratio of protein to carbohydrate (P:C) for a given caloric intake increases egg production rates but also decreases lifespan (Drosophila melanogaster [26], Queensland fruit flies (Q-flies) [22,23] and crickets [25]). Furthermore, increasing total nutrient intake for a given P:C ratio increases both egg production rates and lifespan. These results suggest that it may be more appropriate to adopt a nutrient-explicit version of the Y-model, rather than treating different nutritional resources as unitary. Furthermore, a nutrient-explicit analysis can help explain a critical component of the Y-model; how is the allocation of resources to lifespan and reproduction determined? Although an ‘allocation strategy’ term (α) has been incorporated into the Y-model, this is a nebulous and general factor, without a clear mechanistic basis [27]. Recent studies that have taken a nutrient-explicit approach suggest that nutritional composition (P:C) may be a major determinant of allocation strategy [22,23,25,26].

Challenging the conventional Y-model, recent studies of how specific nutrients influence lifespan and reproduction have suggested an alternative interpretation, the lethal protein hypothesis [23,26,28]. In the Y-model, nutrient resources, especially macronutrients, are usually assumed to only have positive effects and hence more resources are considered beneficial. But emerging evidence suggests that macronutrients can also have negative effects [28,29] and that different macronutrients can have quite different effects on lifespan and reproduction. The lethal protein hypothesis uses a nutrient-explicit approach to explain the trade-off between lifespan and reproduction as arising from protein intake having a positive effect on egg
production, but a negative effect on lifespan (figure 1). Thus, consuming more protein increased egg production rates in both flies and crickets [23, 25, 26], but this additional protein was detrimental to lifespan, possibly owing to toxicity of nitrogenous waste or enhanced production of mitochondrial radical oxygen species [30, 31]. In contrast, carbohydrates may have positive effects on both lifespan and egg production rates. For instance, flies that consumed more carbohydrates for a given amount of protein had increased lifespan and egg production [23, 26].

Distinguishing between these hypotheses is a vital step towards understanding the role of nutrition in the L–R trade-off. Response to P : C ratio of diets is key to distinguishing between these hypotheses; the Y-model predicts that, for a given nutritional intake, elimination of reproduction should negate the L–R trade-off as P : C increases whereas the lethal protein model predicts that the L–R trade-off should remain despite the absence of reproduction. Traditionally, studies have modified nutrition by adjusting total caloric amount or by changing both caloric and nutritional composition of the diet [12, 15, 16, 18], but since animals adjust nutrient intake in relation to diet concentration and composition [32–34], this approach can be difficult to interpret and even misleading [26, 35, 36]. Therefore, we adopt a robust experimental approach combining nutritional geometry (aka ‘Geometric Framework’; [34]) and modification of the reproductive capacities of female Q-flies: mated, virgin and sterile (irradiated). We also compare trends with male Q-flies, which lack the nutritional demands of egg production.

If the Y-model hypothesis is correct, we predict that mated females, which have the highest egg production, will have the steepest decrease in lifespan as P : C increases. Virgin females have reduced egg production compared with mated females and hence lifespan should decrease at a shallower rate as P : C increases. For sterile females, we predict that lifespan should not change with P : C ratios since these females do not produce any eggs. Finally, only minimal amounts of protein are required for reproduction in males [37–39] and thus we predict trends similar to those of sterile females.

On the other hand, the lethal protein hypothesis predicts no differences across the treatment groups.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Study animals and husbandry

We obtained Q-flies (Bactrocera tryoni) as pupae from the Fruit Fly Production Facility at Elizabeth Macarthur Agricultural Institute (EMAI, New South Wales, Australia), where they are maintained on a larval diet of lucerne chaff, sugar and torula yeast. Newly emerged flies (less than 24 h old) were sorted and grouped by sex and irradiation treatment into separate 5 l plastic cages, which contained a 70 ml container of distilled water with a cotton wick and two small food dishes containing granular sucrose and hydrolysed yeast. Temperature and humidity were maintained at approximately 24 °C and approximately 82 per cent, respectively. Under these conditions, Q-flies reach sexually mature by day 10 [38, 40].

(b) Experimental protocol

This experiment had five overarching experimental treatments: virgin females, virgin males, mated females, 40 Gy irradiated females and 70 Gy irradiated females. Guided by previous research on use of gamma radiation for sterility induction of Q-flies [40–45], we chose two sterilizing doses, 40 Gy and 70 Gy. The 40 Gy dose is the lowest dose that achieves nearly 100 per cent sterility and 70 Gy provides a metric of the potential effects of somatic damage in relation to the 40 Gy. Sterilizing doses of irradiation were administered to the pupae under hypoxia when 85 per cent of the pupal stage was complete. Non-irradiated flies experienced the same handling procedures as irradiated flies.

On the evening of day 11 after emergence, 120 non-irradiated females were mated by placing each female into a 70 ml container with a single male. Females were considered mated if they copulated for longer than 5 min (87% mated). On day 12, 90 flies from each treatment group were transferred to individual clear polystyrene containers (70 ml), which had 10 small (2 mm) holes drilled into the bottom and parafilm placed over the top. Containers housing
mated and virgin females were then placed inverted on an ovipositing dish (i.e. the parafilm layer served as a floor and the holes were oriented upwards). The ovipositing dish comprised a plastic weigh-boat (35 × 35 mm) filled with 2.5 ml of 0.7 per cent lemon essence solution (Queen Fine Foods Pty Ltd, Alderly, Queensland, Australia) and covered with a single layer of parafilm that had been punctured several times within an insect pin [23]. All containers were then arranged evenly on a shelving unit to control for spatial effects.

A 200 µl pipette-tip filled with distilled water was inserted through one of the holes in the roof of each container. Except for mated females, each container also received one 50 µl microcapillary tube (Drummond) filled with 35 µl of diet (see below); mated females received two 50 µl microcapillary tubes owing to higher diet consumption than the other treatments. Mortality was checked daily and ovipositing dishes were replaced every 2 days. Eggs in the ovipositing dish were photographed and manually counted. Microcapillary tubes were refilled every 4 days, or sooner if depleted (checked regularly during the light phase).

As a measure of body size, we removed and photographed the right wing of each dead fly, and then using Adobe Photoshop (v. 11.0.2, San Jose, CA, USA) we measured the distance from the intersection of the anal and median band to the margin of the costal band and the R4 + 5 vein [38].

(c) Experimental diets
We prepared 18 liquid diets varying in sucrose (S; Sigma no. 84100) and hydrolysed yeast content (Y; MP Biomedicals, Aurora, OH, USA, no. 103304: 45% protein, 24% carbohydrate, 21% indigestible fibre, 8% water and 2% other; electronic supplementary material, table S1). All diets were dissolved in distilled water. Diets differed in total diet concentrations (40, 120, 360 g l⁻¹) and in Y : S ratios (0:1, 1:14.2, 1:7, 1:3.4, 1:1.6 and 48:1), resulting in P : C ratios of 0:1, 1:32, 1:16, 1:8, 1:4 and 1:1. A recent study using a chemically defined diet demonstrated that the effect of varying Y : S ratios on lifespan and reproduction was owing to P : C ratios and not other nutrients in yeast [22].

(d) Measuring diet consumption
Diet consumption was measured by taking still pictures using an 8 MP Canon IXUS 80IS camera programmed to photograph the containers and microcapillary tubes every morning [33,46]. We corrected for barrel distortion using Adobe Photoshop and measured consumption as change in displacement of liquid in the microcapillary tubes using ImageTool (ImageJ v. 3.00; http://rsweb.nih.gov/ij). Correlation between photograph method and measurement using callipers was r = 0.99 (n = 84).

We included an additional 90 control containers to record evaporation rates on each diet with no flies present. High humidity levels helped us to minimize evaporation, but some evaporative loss did occur, especially in the lower concentration diets. To correct for evaporation, we measured evaporative loss from the control containers and fitted a regression model using initial yeast and sucrose concentration, temperature and humidity. We then corrected for evaporative loss each day by using the regression model to estimate water loss, recalculate the yeast and sucrose concentrations for this loss, and then using this new concentration to estimate nutrient consumption [47].

(e) Data analysis
For lifespan and daily egg production data, we used daily C and P amounts to predict lifespan for each treatment group and to predict daily egg production rate for mated and virgin females. Similar to other studies [22,23], mean daily C and P consumption for the first 7 days on the experimental diets (trends remain consistent for shorter or longer time frames) were used as a measure of nutritional intake. This 7-day window was chosen as all diet treatments still had multiple flies alive. For egg production rates, we took the average daily egg rate from day 12 to day 30, since egg production rates peaked for most individuals during this time period.

Y-model. To test the predictions of the Y-model, we need to describe how the amount of resources consumed and the allocation strategy affect lifespan and reproduction. Therefore, we performed a general linear mixed model using daily intake (P + C) as an estimate of resource amount and proportion of protein in the diet (P : C) as the allocation term. We also included the interaction between these predator variables. For mated and virgin groups, we included both egg production rate and lifespan in the model as predictor variables and modelled the covariance structure assuming an unstructured design within each individual [48]. Wing size was added to control for possible body size effects. For the other treatment groups, which do not produce eggs, the response variable was just lifespan. Post hoc pairwise comparisons of parameter estimates among the treatment groups were then conducted using a general linear model assuming unequal variance.

Lethal protein model. As results from the Y-model analysis indicated that protein may have a negative effect on lifespan, we re-analysed lifespan and egg production patterns assuming a nutrient-explicit approach in which protein and carbohydrates are treated as individual predictor variables. This allowed us to separately estimate the effects of protein and carbohydrate on lifespan and egg production rates. For this analysis, we fitted separate response surface regressions using daily C and P consumption to predict lifespan for each treatment group (male, irradiated 40/70 Gy, mated, virgin) and egg production rates for mated and virgin. For both analyses, daily P and C consumptions were centred and all second-order effects of P and C were included [49]. Additionally, wing size was added to the model to control for possible body size effects.

We then compared each surface regression for all treatments in a pairwise manner. For this analysis, we compared the fit of (i) surface regression models with separate regression coefficients for both treatments with (ii) the simpler model in which data were grouped across the two treatments. We compared – 2 log likelihoods using a likelihood-ratio test (ΔL) to determine statistical significance.

All statistical analyses were conducted in SAS (v. 9.1). All final models satisfied homoscedasticity and normality assumptions. For all surface analyses, we fitted surface plots to the predicted data using the FIELDS package in R (v. 2.9.0) to facilitate visualization of the results. Data were deposited in the Dryad repository (doi:10.5061/dryad.2d7j0).

3. RESULTS
(a) Egg production patterns
Manipulation of female Q-fly reproductive capacity was a key element of this study. No females irradiated at 70 Gy laid any eggs and only two of 90 females irradiated at
40 Gy laid eggs. For these two females, eggs were laid at older ages (>40 days) and each laid fewer than 30 eggs in total. Mated females had roughly twice the daily egg production of virgin females (table 1; figure 2).

**Table 1. Parameter estimates from the Y-model regression for mean lifespan (days) and daily egg production rates.** For this regression, total resources (protein (P) + carbohydrate (C) consumption), protein:carbohydrate (P : C) ratio and body size were included as predictor variables (see text). Significant terms are listed in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>effect</th>
<th>mated</th>
<th>virgin</th>
<th>irradiated 40 Gy</th>
<th>irradiated 70 Gy</th>
<th>male</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lifespan</td>
<td>-5.45</td>
<td>-5.71</td>
<td>-6.33</td>
<td>-4.85</td>
<td>-4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P : C ratio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resource (P + C)</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resource by P : C</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>p = 0.009</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>p = 0.001</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>body size</td>
<td>-1.27</td>
<td>-4.01</td>
<td>-0.51</td>
<td>-3.99</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>egg rate</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>-1.65</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>-1.50</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P : C ratio</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>p = 0.19</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>p = 0.31</td>
<td>p = 0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resources (P + C)</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>p = 0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resource by P : C</td>
<td>6.05</td>
<td>p = 0.003</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>6.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>body size</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>6.54</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.** Response surfaces showing the effects of protein and carbohydrate consumption on lifespan (days) and egg production rates (eggs/day) for mated and virgin females. (a,c) Show mean lifespans and (b,d) show egg production rates. Redder colours indicate higher responses and blue colours lower. Protein and carbohydrate intakes are the mean daily intakes for the first 7 days. Grey dotted line represents an isocaloric line.

(b) **Y-model analysis**

For mated females, the composition of nutrient resources (the P : C ratio) appears to alter the resource allocation strategy. With increasing P : C ratio, mated flies increased...
egg production and decreased lifespan, suggesting a resource trade-off. Consuming more resources (P + C) increased daily egg production, but had no effect on lifespan (table 1). Therefore, as intake increases, mated females appear to allocate the additional resources almost entirely to reproduction.

Despite considerable differences in reproductive effort (figure 2b,d), lifespan patterns of virgin females were very similar to those of mated females (table 1). The Y-model analysis found a nearly identical effect of P : C ratio on lifespan, suggesting that virgin females alter their allocation strategy in a manner very similar to that seen in mated females ($t_{429} = -0.3, p = 0.76$; table 1). However, since egg production rates were nearly half those of mated females (figure 2; table 1; $t_{50} = 9.3, p < 0.001$), we expected the effect of P : C ratio on lifespan to be significantly less. Additionally, unlike mated females, P : C ratio had no significant effect on egg production rates in virgin females (table 1). Instead, egg production rate depended only on total resource consumed (caloric intake) (table 1). Thus, the trade-off between lifespan and egg production rate does not hold.

Patterns observed for irradiated females and males are also discordant with predictions of the Y-model. As irradiation eliminated egg production in females, irradiated females did not lay any eggs, except for two females from the 40 Gy group that laid fewer than 30 eggs in total. Males, on the other hand, require only small amounts of protein for reproduction. However, despite the absence of egg production, increasing P : C ratio had a negative effect on lifespan of irradiated females (40 and 70 Gy) and males in a manner that was strikingly similar to that of mated fertile females (table 1; versus mated: $t_{429} = -1.0, p = 0.52$; $t_{429} = 0.42, p = 0.78$; $t_{429} = -1.5, p = 0.32$, respectively).

(c) Lethal protein model
The nutrient-explicit analysis treats nutrients as separate entities and estimates their effects on lifespan and egg production rates independently. The effect of protein and carbohydrate consumption on mean lifespan was consistent across the treatment groups (figures 2 and 3; table 2, electronic supplementary material, S4). For each female group, carbohydrate intake had a significant positive effect on lifespan, but protein had a stronger negative effect (table 2). For males, the negative effect of protein on lifespan was similar to that observed in females, but the effect of carbohydrate was not significant. Absence of a significant carbohydrate effect in males probably reflects low leverage associated with the restricted surface area available to estimate the regression; males ate substantially less than females and thus samples became clumped for each P : C ratio.

Carbohydrate consumption increased egg-laying rates in both virgin and mated females, but, interestingly, protein only increased egg production significantly in mated females (see the electronic supplementary material, table S5). In mated females, the magnitude of the protein effect was estimated at nearly five times the effect of carbohydrate (see the electronic supplementary material, table S5).

4. DISCUSSION
The limited resource allocation model, or Y-model, is by far the most prevalent explanation posed for the often-reported trade-off between lifespan and reproduction [2,3,12,14,16]. As a robust approach to testing the Y-model, we combined a nutrient-explicit experimental design with experimental modifications of female reproductive capacity. Our results showed that the Y-model could potentially explain changes in lifespan and egg production in mated female Q-flies. As predicted by the Y-model, egg production increased and lifespan decreased as P : C ratio increased for a given caloric intake. However, the Y-model does not explain patterns for virgin females, irradiated females, or males. The Y-model predicts that in the absence of resource demand for reproduction, lifespan should remain constant across P : C ratios. In contrast, we found that as P : C increased lifespan decreased at a similar rate across all treatment groups.

The lethal protein hypothesis provides a far more compelling explanation for our results. This hypothesis...
Another potential explanation is that metabolic signalling pathways associated with lifespan and reproduction trade-offs may still be activated in the virgin and irradiated females [53–55]. Recent research into the signalling pathways of *Drosophila* spp. and *Caenorhabditis elegans* have highlighted that reproduction and lifespan can be decoupled, suggesting that direct competition for resources does not explain L–R trade-offs [53–55]. For example, ablation of the germline extends lifespan in *C. elegans*, but ablation of the germline and somatic gonads does not [54,56]. Assuming no difference in nutrient uptake, lifespan in *C. elegans* is affected by tissue presence rather than resource availability. Furthermore, nutrient sensing pathways, such as insulin-like/IGF-1 (IIS) and Target of Rapamycin (TOR) pathways can have potent effects on lifespan and reproduction [57]. P : C ratio might still drive activation of these pathways in virgin and sterilized females, signalling for decreased lifespan and attempts to increase egg production. But such signalling can provide only a very limited explanation for our results. First, if the signalling pathways are independent of reproductive potential, then we would have expected virgin females to have egg production rates and patterns similar to those of mated females. However, virgins laid significantly fewer eggs and were less affected by protein. Second, similar to females, male lifespan decreased with increasing P : C ratios, even though nutritional requirements for male reproduction are vastly lower.

Our results illustrate that a nutrient-explicit approach to investigating mechanisms underlying L–R trade-offs can provide substantial insights that would not be evident with a unitary resource approach. While breaking nutrition down into the two major macronutrient groups of protein and carbohydrate has proved to be highly instructive, recent research indicates that substantial additional insights may be gained by introducing yet finer resolution.

Table 2. Parameter estimates for the effects of body size and protein and carbohydrate consumption on lifespan for flies. Mean lifespan is the estimated lifespan at the mean carbohydrate and protein intake for all flies. Significant terms are listed in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parameter</th>
<th>virgin</th>
<th>irradiated 40 Gy</th>
<th>irradiated 70 Gy</th>
<th>male</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mean lifespan</td>
<td>39.29</td>
<td>39.04</td>
<td>37.75</td>
<td>32.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>body size</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>39.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carbohydrate (C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protein (P)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P : C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C by C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p = 0.043</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>body size</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carbohydrate (C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protein (P)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P : C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C by P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p = 0.59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

postulates that protein consumption has a positive effect on egg production, but a negative effect on lifespan. Therefore, we predicted that as P : C ratio increased all treatment groups would exhibit a similar decrease in lifespan. Our results correspond closely with this prediction. Analysing protein and carbohydrate as distinct resources revealed a strong negative effect of protein on lifespan for all treatment groups and moderate positive effect of carbohydrate on lifespan for all groups except males.

Our results also do not support the hypothesis that reproduction inflicts direct physiological damage on the soma (‘reproductive damage’ hypothesis; [8,15]). According to this hypothesis, reproductive effort causes somatic damage and reduces lifespan. Therefore, elimination of reproductive effort should eliminate the decrease in lifespan with increasing P : C (i.e. the same predictions as the Y-model). However, the negative effect of protein on lifespan persisted in irradiated females and males. Our findings constitute evidence against a direct physiological cost of reproduction on lifespan [15]; reviewed in [50].

While the lethal protein hypothesis is far more consistent with our findings than the conventional Y-model interpretation, which takes reproductive output as the primary or sole metric of reproductive effort, there are less conventional interpretations of the Y-model that come closer. One possibility is that protein consumption induces costly non-gonadal reproductive processes [6,8,51]. Although irradiation effectively curtails gonadal development it may not completely negate other costs normally associated with reproduction. The main weakness of this hypothesis for our results is that, despite having much lower protein requirements for reproductive maturation and mating [38,52], male Q-flies expressed patterns that were very similar to those of females. Similarly, male crickets require carbohydrate-rich diets to maximize calling effort (a proxy of mating success), but male crickets also have reduced lifespan as P : C ratio increases [25].
Within the broad macronutrient class of protein, individual amino acids can have quite different effects on lifespan and reproduction. For instance, methionine increases egg production in *Drosophila melanogaster* with little or no negative effect on lifespan, whereas the other essential amino acids increase reproduction but cause lifespan to decrease and non-essential amino acids have no effect on either reproduction or lifespan [58]. As hydrolysed yeast contains all of the essential amino acids, our results are in accord with these *Drosophila* findings.

We tested competing hypotheses for explaining the trade-off between reproduction and lifespan in Q-flies, adopting a novel approach that incorporates advances in nutritional geometry [34–36] and standard approaches [12,15,16,18] for exploring L–R tradeoffs. Only by creating these nutritional surfaces was a consistent negative effect of protein consumption on lifespan across all treatment groups apparent. The lethal protein hypothesis provides the most parsimonious explanation for our results, whereas the more known Y-model is generally unsupported. Our findings highlight that specific nutrients may have pleiotropic effects on a suite of traits and some of these effects may be negative.
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